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The Division Algorithm in Sextic
Truncated Moment Problems
Rau´l E. Curto and Seonguk Yoo
Abstract. For a degree 2n finite sequence of real numbers β ≡ β(2n) =
{β00, β10, β01, · · · , β2n,0, β2n−1,1, · · · , β1,2n−1, β0,2n} to have a represent-
ing measure µ, it is necessary for the associated moment matrix M(n)
to be positive semidefinite, and for the algebraic variety associated to β,
Vβ ≡ V(M(n)), to satisfy rankM(n) ≤ cardVβ as well as the following
consistency condition: if a polynomial p(x, y) ≡
∑
ij
aijx
iyj of degree
at most 2n vanishes on Vβ , then the Riesz functional Λ(p) ≡ p(β) :=∑
ij
aijβij = 0.
Positive semidefiniteness, recursiveness, and the variety condition
of a moment matrix are necessary and sufficient conditions to solve
the quadratic (n = 1) and quartic (n = 2) moment problems. Also,
positive semidefiniteness, combined with consistency, is a sufficient con-
dition in the case of extremal moment problems, i.e., when the rank of
the moment matrix (denoted by r) and the cardinality of the associated
algebraic variety (denoted by v) are equal.
For extremal sextic moment problems, verifying consistency amounts
to having good representation theorems for sextic polynomials in two
variables vanishing on the algebraic variety of the moment sequence.
We obtain such representation theorems using the Division Algorithm
from algebraic geometry. As a consequence, we are able to complete
the analysis of extremal sextic moment problems.
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1. Introduction
Given a doubly indexed finite sequence of real numbers β ≡ β(2n) = {β00, β10, β01, · · · , β2n,0,
β2n−1,1, · · · , β1,2n−1, β0,2n}, the truncated real moment problem entails find-
ing a positive Borel measure µ supported in the real plane R2 such that
βij =
∫
xiyj dµ (i, j ∈ Z+, 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ 2n).
The sequence β is called a truncated real moment sequence (of order 2n) and
µ is referred to as a representing measure for β. We next associate a moment
sequence β to the moment matrix M(n)(β) defined by
M(n)(β) := (βi+j)i, j∈Z2
+
:|i|,|j|≤n;
we then introduce the following lexicographical order on the rows and columns
of M(n) : 1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, · · · , Xn, · · · , Y n. The column space of M(n)
will be denoted by CM(n).
Let P ≡ R[x, y] be the space of bivariate polynomials and for k ≥ 1,
let Pk be the subspace of P whose polynomials are of degree less than or
equal to k. The Riesz functional Λ ≡ Λβ : P2n → R maps a polynomial
p(x, y) ≡ ∑i,j≥0; 0≤i+j≤2n aijxiyj in P2n to Λ(p) := ∑i,j≥0; 0≤i+j≤2n aijβij ;
it is obvious that the presence of a representing measure µ implies the identity
Λ(p) =
∫
p dµ. We also let p(X,Y ) :=
∑
i,j≥0; 0≤i+j≤2n aijX
iY j ; p(X,Y ) is
thus an element in CM(n).
In what follows, pˆ stands for the coefficient vector (aij) of p; the fact
that M(n) is a symmetric matrix can be characterized by the equation
〈M(n)pˆ, qˆ〉 = Λ(pq) (p, q ∈ Pn). (1)
We are now ready to list some necessary conditions for the existence
of a representing measure µ for β. We start with positive semidefiniteness
of M(n); since 〈M(n)pˆ, pˆ〉 = Λ(p2) = ∫ p2 dµ, and M(n) is symmetric, it
follows that M(n) is positive semidefinite (in symbols, M(n) ≥ 0).
The next necessary condition is related to the support of the measure.
To date, there is no general algorithm to find the support of a representing
measure for the nonsingular truncated moment problems, while there are
concrete results in the singular case. Naturally, the atoms of a representing
measure lie in the support of the measure; moreover, as it easily follows from
Proposition 1.1 below, the support is contained in the algebraic variety of
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M(n), which is the intersection of the zero sets of the polynomials arising
from column dependence relations in M(n); that is,
V ≡ V(M(n)) ≡ Vβ :=
⋂
p∈Pn, pˆ∈kerM(n)
Z(p),
where Z(p) := {(x, y) ∈ R2 : p(x, y) = 0}.
Proposition 1.1. [2, Proposition 3.1] Suppose µ is a representing measure for
β. Then for p ∈ Pn,
supp µ ⊆ Z(p)⇐⇒ p(X,Y ) = 0. (2)
Thus supp µ ⊆ V and, together with [3, (1.7)], we establish the variety
condition: if r := rank M(n) and v := card V , then r ≤ card supp µ ≤ v.
Moreover, in [2, Corollary 3.4], it is shown that the presence of a measure for
β implies
f, g, fg ∈ Pn, f(X,Y ) = 0 =⇒ (fg)(X,Y ) = 0. (3)
When (3) holds, β (or M(n)(β)) is said to be recursively generated.
Since recursiveness is in general not sufficient for the existence of a
representing measure, one considers stronger conditions. The first one is called
weak consistency; β is said to be weakly consistent if the following property
holds:
p ∈ Pn, p|V ≡ 0 =⇒ p(X,Y ) = 0, (4)
Indeed, if β has a representing measure µ, then the moment sequence must
be weakly consistent. For, if p ∈ Pn and p|V ≡ 0, then p|supp µ ≡ 0 because
supp µ ⊆ V . From Proposition 1.1, we conclude that p(X,Y ) = 0. Similarly,
we can show that weakly consistency implies the recursiveness of M(n)(β).
Next, we define an even stronger notion that is the key for the main
result of this note; β is said to be consistent if the following holds:
p ∈ P2n, p|V ≡ 0 =⇒ Λ(p) = 0. (5)
It is easy to see that consistency is a necessary condition for the existence of
a measure; moreover, [6, Lemma 2.3] shows that consistency is fairly strong.
Consistency alone helps establish the existence of an interpolating linear func-
tional, as a linear combination of point masses (with some densities possibly
negative). Thus, naturally, the next question arose in [6]:
SupposeM(n)(β) is positive and singular. If β satisfies the variety
condition and is consistent, does β admit a representing measure?
The answer turns out to be negative [9, Example 3.2]: there exists a con-
sistent real moment matrix M(3), with only one column relation (Y = X3),
which admits no representing measure. As a result, all necessary conditions
introduced so far are not sufficient for general truncated moment problems.
In [9, Example 3.2] the algebraic variety is infinite; this type of example il-
lustrates that a moment problem with infinite algebraic variety is, generally
speaking, more difficult to solve, an aspect one should keep in mind.
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In [6], R. Curto, L. Fialkow andM. Mo¨ller initiated the study of extremal
moment problems; that is, the case when r := rankM(n)(β) and v := cardVβ
satisfy r = v. The main result in [6] follows,
Theorem 1.2. For β ≡ β(2n) extremal, i.e., r = v, the following are equivalent:
(i) β has a representing measure;
(ii) β has a unique representing measure, which is rankM(n)-atomic;
(iii) M(n) is positive semidefinite and β is consistent.
For the special case of the column relation Y = X3, a detailed study
can be found in [6]; moreover, a complete solution appears in [9]. To briefly
summarize the main results of this case, observe first that such a bivariate
sextic truncated moment problem allows only two extremal cases: r = v = 7
and r = v = 8 (see Table 1 in Section 3). For the former case, it was proved in
[6, Section 4] that positivity and recursiveness are sufficient for the existence
of representing measures. On the other hand, when r = v = 8, consistency
is required.
Since all the aforementioned conditions do not solve higher order trun-
cated moment problems, a new notion must be discovered; the first one came
in [9], in which a solution of M(n)(β), for any n ≥ 1, satisfying Y = X3
was presented with a numerical condition β1,2n−1 > ψ(β) (where ψ(β) is a
quantity dependent on the moments), together with positivity and the vari-
ety condition. This type of numerical condition was never needed in solving
quadratic and quartic moment problems, but it was somewhat naturally ex-
pected as part of the solution of higher order moment problems.
Our main results in subsequent sections will confirm that numerical con-
ditions play an important role in solving truncated moment problems. Our
solutions require new cubics or quartics whose zero sets contain the original
algebraic variety, together with cubics arising from the column dependence
of the moment matrix. For these new polynomials, we need to verify consis-
tency; it is this verification that will bring a new type of numerical condition.
We briefly pause to remind the reader that there exists an equivalence
between bivariate real moments problems and one-variate complex moment
problems [4, Proposition 1.12]. Thus, in what follows we freely switch be-
tween real moment matricesM(n) with columns 1, X, Y,X2, · · · and complex
moment matrices M(n) with columns 1, Z, Z¯, Z2, · · · .
In this note, our focus is on the bivariate moment problem, with associ-
atedM(3) with submatrixM(2) positive and invertible, and with a finite al-
gebraic variety. We examine extremal truncated real moment problems with
cubic column relations. In [7], we discussed a general case of complex sextic
moment problems with a cubic harmonic column relation, Z3 = itZ + uZ¯
(t, u ∈ R). In that paper, we showed that the polynomial has zeros symmet-
rically located, for certain values of t and u. Indeed, this problem turns out
to be extremal and a solution was discovered by checking consistency of the
moment matrix after establishing a representation theorem of polynomials
vanishing on the algebraic variety V , namely IV .
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In Sections 4 and 5, sextic moment problems with more general cubic
column relations in real form will be considered; we will focus on the extremal
cases.
For the case of harmonic polynomials of the form Z3 = itZ+uZ¯ (u, t ∈
R), a representation theorem of polynomials vanishing on the algebraic vari-
ety (which consists of 7 points) is achieved by dimensional analysis between
a quotient space of complex polynomials and a higher dimensional complex
space [7]; for more general cases, the Division Algorithm from algebraic ge-
ometry will be used instead. Conceptually, the set IV behaves like an ideal
and is generated by polynomials from the column relations, plus a few other
polynomials obtained from solving Vandermonde equations.
In this paper we focus on the use of the Division Algorithm as a means
of identifying a small collection of polynomials for which the Consistency
Property must be verified. This explicit listing of just a few polynomials is
useful in concrete situations, since it reduces the calculations needed to prove
the existence of a representing measure. On the other hand, we should also
keep in mind the general strategy in [8], esp. Proposition 3.6 and Remark 3.7,
in which L. Fialkow presents a general test for consistency in the case of a
finite algebraic variety, and when the points of the variety are known. Thus,
we wish to make the reader aware that our approach is not necessarily unique,
from the point of view of determining solubility from the concrete knowledge
of the algebraic variety. We emphasize the Division Algorithm, but a different
approach could be developed using large Vandermonde matrices and a single
matrix-vector equation Ax = b, following the conceptual ideas in [8].
2. The Division Algorithm for Multivariable Polynomials
In this paper, we settle all remaining cases of the extremal sextic moment
problem, via an application of the Division Algorithm in real algebraic ge-
ometry. The algorithm, which follows, involves polynomials in several inde-
terminates.
Theorem 2.1. (Division Algorithm [1]) Fix a monomial order > on Zn+, and
let F = (f1, · · · , fs) be an ordered s-tuple of polynomials in R[x1, · · · , xn].
Then every f ∈ R[x1, · · · , xn] can be written as
f = a1f1 + · · ·+ asfs + r,
where ai, r ∈ R[x1, · · · , xn], and either r = 0 or r is a linear combination of
monomials with coefficients in R, none of which is divisible by any leading
terms of f1, · · · , fs. We call r a remainder of f on division by F . Further-
more, if aifi 6= 0, then we have
multideg(f) ≥ multideg(aifi).
We shall use the Division Algorithm to prove a structure theorem for
polynomials vanishing on the algebraic variety of M(3). Although not nec-
essary to solve the truncated moment problem, we note that one significant
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difference between the one-dimensional and multi-dimensional versions of the
Division Algorithm lies in the fact that a remainder might not be unique in
the latter case. Thus, the Division Algorithm might be regarded as an im-
perfect generalization of the traditional (one-variable) version. However, this
situation can be fixed through the so-calledGro¨ebner basis. For further study
on this topic, the reader is referred to [1, Section 2.3].
3. Extremal Sextic Moment Problems
To date, the most concrete solution of the truncated moment problem con-
sists of building a sequence of moment matrix extensions which eventually
renders a flat moment matrix. (A moment matrix M(n) is said to be flat if
rankM(n) = rankM(n−1).) In principle, one should be able to estimate the
smallest integer k satisfying rankM(n+ k) = rank M(n+ k+1). However,
for sextic or higher order moment problems, the process does not work very
well because it requires too many parameters; this leads to memory overflow
when using a software package like Mathematica [10]. The existence criterion
in [3, Theorem 1.5] gives an upper bound of the number of extension matri-
ces; it is k = 2n2 + 6n + 6, generally too large for a practical construction;
however, the following theorem made a significant improvement, in the case
where the moment sequence has a finite algebraic variety.
Theorem 3.1. [8, Theorem 2.1] Suppose v <∞. Then β admits a representing
measure if and only if M(n)(β) has a positive extension M(n + v − r + 1)
satisfying rankM(n+ v − r + 1) ≤ card V(M(n+ v − r + 1)).
Corollary 3.2. Let β, n, v and r be as in Theorem 3.1, and assume that
v = r. Then n + v − r + 1 = n + 1, so that there exists a representing
measure if and only if M(n)(β) has a positive extension M(n+1) satisfying
rankM(n+ 1) ≤ card V(M(n+ 1)).
When Corollary 3.2 is applied to the extremal case (r = v) of the sextic
moment problem (n = 3), it implies that the existence of a representing
measure is equivalent to the existence of a moment matrix extension M(4)
such that rankM(4) ≤ card V(M(4)).
Theorem 3.1 states that if a moment sequence admits a representing
measure, M(n) must have an ascending sequence of moment matrix exten-
sions (rank-increasing) with length k = v− r. As a result, we can classify all
sextic truncated moment problems, as follows: let us consider an ascending
sequence of moment matrix extensions
M(n)→M(n+ 1)→M(n+ 2)→ · · · .
Now denote rn := rank M(n) and vn := card V(M(n)). The variety condi-
tion must hold, so we obtain the following chain of inequalities:
rn ≤ rn+1 ≤ rn+2 ≤ · · · ≤ vn+2 ≤ vn+1 ≤ vn.
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Since truncated moment problems with quadratic column relations are well
understood, we may assume, without loss of generality, that our moment
matrixM(3) has an invertibleM(2) block; that is, we will always assume that
M(2) is positive definite. Table 1 depicts a classification of sextic moment
problems, in terms of the rank of the moment matrix and the cardinality of
its algebraic variety. For the cases with a finite algebraic variety, it shows
the maximum length of the extension sequence (see the column labeled Max
Extension).
r3 v3 v3 − r3 Max Extension Ex w rep meas Ex w/o rep meas
7 7 0 M(4) extremal known unknown
7 8 1 M(5) unknown unknown
7 9 2 M(6) unknown unknown
7 ∞ N/A N/A known known
8 8 0 M(4) extremal known known
8 9 1 M(5) known known
8 ∞ N/A N/A known known
9 9 0 N/A impossible impossible
9 ∞ N/A N/A known known
10 ∞ N/A N/A known known
Table 1. Classification of sextic moment problems in terms
of r and v
As noted in Table 1, the case of r3 = v3 = 9 cannot happen, since the
presence of exactly one column relation means that the associated algebraic
curve is the algebraic variety, and this immediately means that v3 is infinity.
In this note, we are mostly interested in the extremal cases, but we will
also see how some non-extremal cases of M(n) can be treated as extremal
moment problems for an extension M(n + 1), after allowing proper new
moments. For this, we need two more results from [5].
Theorem 3.3. [5, Theorem 2.3] IfM(n) ≥ 0 admits a flat extensionM(n+1)
(i.e., rankM(n + 1) = rankM(n)), then rankM(n) = cardV(M(n + 1))
and V(M(n+1)) forms the support of the unique representing measure ν for
M(n+ 1).
Theorem 3.4. [5, Theorem 2.4] Assume thatM(n) ≥ 0 admits a flat extension
M(n+1), and let M(n+2) the subsequent flat extension of M(n+1). Then
V(M(n+ 2)) = V(M(n+ 1)).
Combining Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we find a necessary condition for the exis-
tence of a flat extension:
rn = rn+1 =⇒
{
rn = vn+1
vn+1 = vn+2
}
=⇒ rn = vn+1 = vn+2. (6)
It follows that rn = rn+1 =⇒ rn+1 = vn+1, and therefore M(n+ 1) must be
extremal.
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If we now focus on the caseM(3) ≥ 0 with r3 = 8 and v3 = 9 and apply
(6), we observe that there exist two feasible cases:
r3 ≤ r4 ≤ r5 ≤ v5 ≤ v4 ≤ v3
8 8 8 8 8 9
8 9 9 9 9 9
Table 2. The cases when r3 = 8 and v3 = 9
In both cases M(4) must be extremal. Consequently, after building M(4)
with proper higher order moments, we may resolve the cases by checking
consistency. We will take a careful look at extremal extensions M(4) of
M(3) in future work. In Sections 4 and 5 below, we dispose of the remaining
extremal cases of the sextic moment problem.
4. The Case rank M(3) = card V = 7
Let {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, X3, X2Y,XY 2, Y 3} denote the set of columns in
M(3). In the sequel, assume rankM(3) := r and card Vβ := v, and write
Vβ ≡ {(x1, y1), · · · , (xv, yv)}. The generalized Vandermonde matrix associ-
ated with M(3) is
W :=


1 x1 y1 x1
2 x1y1 y1
2 x1
3 x21y1 x1y
2
1 y1
3
1 x2 y2 x2
2 x2y2 y2
2 x2
3 x22y2 x2y
2
2 y2
3
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 xv yv xv
2 xvyv yv
2 xv
3 x2vyv xvy
2
v yv
3

 . (7)
Just as we do for the columns of M(3), we will label the columns of
W using 1, X, Y, · · · . Given a basis B for the column space of M(3), let WB
denote the compression of the generalized Vandermonde matrix W to B.
In this section we study the extremal moment problem for a moment
matrix M(3) satisfying
M(3) ≥ 0,M(2) > 0, and r = v = 7. (8)
Set V ≡ Vβ := {(x1, y1), · · · , (x7, y7)}. Because of the variety condition
and the invertibility of M(2), there is only one linearly independent column
amongst X3, X2Y , XY 2, and Y 3. Thus, the monomial basis of the column
space CM(3) must be one of the following:
Case 1. B1 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, X3}
Case 2. B2 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, X2Y }
Case 3. B3 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, XY 2}
Case 4. B4 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, Y 3}
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Recall that consistency of β is a necessary condition for the existence of a
representing measure, and it is also sufficient in the extremal case. Thus, the
key to the solution of the truncated moment problem is checking consistency
of the moment sequence. Weak consistency and a numerical condition about
moments solve Case 1, as follows. But first, we recall a useful property of
weak consistency.
Lemma 4.1. ([6, Lemma 2.7]) The following are equivalent for β extremal:
i) β is weakly consistent;
ii) For any basis B of CM(n), the Vandermonde matrix WB is invertible;
iii) There exists a basis B of CM(n) such that the Vandermonde matrix WB
is invertible.
Theorem 4.2. (Case 1) Suppose M(3)(β) satisfies (8). Let B1 be a basis
for CM(3). Then β has a representing measure if and only if M(3) is weakly
consistent and for 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ 2,
Λβ(x
iyj(x4 − a00 − a10x− a01y − a20x2 − a11xy − a02y2 − a30x3)) = 0,
where (a00, a10, a01, a20, a11, a02, a30)
T =W−1B1 (x
4
1, · · · , x47)T .
Proof. Let qk(X,Y ) = 0 denote the column relation in the k-th column of
M(3) for k = 8, 9, 10. Since
WB1 ≡


1 x1 y1 x1
2 x1y1 y1
2 x1
3
1 x2 y2 x2
2 x2y2 y2
2 x2
3
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 x7 y7 x7
2 x7y7 y7
2 x7
3

 (9)
is invertible, there exists a unique polynomial with the leading monomial x4
that vanishes on the variety V , say,
s(x, y) := x4 − (a00 + a10x+ a01y + a20x2 + a11xy + a02y2 + a30x3),
where (a00, a10, a01, a20, a11, a02, a30)
T =W−1B1 (x
4
1, · · · , x47)T .
Set I := {p ∈ P6 : p|V ≡ 0}. Applying the Division Algorithm (Theo-
rem 2.1), any p ∈ I can be written as
p = Aq8 +Bq9 + Cq10 +Ds+ r,
where A,B,C ∈ P3, D ∈ P2 and r(x, y) = c00+ c10x+ c01y+ c20x2+ c11xy+
c02y
2 + c30x
3 for some c00, · · · , c02, c30 ∈ R.
We now claim that I = {fq8+ gq9+ hq10 + qs : f, g, h ∈ P3, q ∈ P2} by
showing r(x, y) ≡ 0. Note that since p vanishes on V , so does r, which leads
to the following linear system:
WB1
(
c00 c10 c01 c20 c11 c02 c30
)T
=
(
0 · · · 0 )T .
The matrix in the left-hand side is invertible, so we know c00 = c10 = c01 =
c20 = c11 = c02
= c30 = 0, which means r(x, y) ≡ 0.
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Consequently, β is consistent if and only if{
Λβ(x
iyjqk(x, y)) = 0 (0 ≤ i+ j ≤ 3; k = 8, 9, 10);
Λβ(x
tyus(x, y)) = 0 (0 ≤ t+ u ≤ 2).
But both conditions are immediate from (1), the column relations in M(3),
and the hypotheses. 
For Case 2, weak consistency, together with positivity and the variety
condition, is enough to solve the moment problem; the proof mimics that of
Case 1.
Theorem 4.3. (Case 2) SupposeM(3)(β) satisfies (8). Let B2 be a basis for
CM(3). Then β admits a representing measure if and only if M(3) is weakly
consistent.
Proof. Let qk(X,Y ) = 0 is the column relation in ith column for k = 7, 9, 10.
Set I := {p ∈ P6 : p|V ≡ 0}. Due to the Division Algorithm, we may write
any p ∈ I as
p = Aq7 +Bq9 + Cq10 + r,
where A,B,C ∈ P3 and r(x, y) = c00 + c10x+ c01y+ c20x2 + c11xy+ c02y2+
c21x
2y for some c00, · · · , c02, c21 ∈ R.
Once we establish that r(x, y) ≡ 0, we may verify that
I = {fq7 + gq9 + hq10 : f, g, h ∈ P3}. Note that p|V ≡ 0 =⇒ r|V ≡ 0.
This argument brings up the following linear system:
WB2
(
c00 c10 c01 c20 c11 c02 c21
)T
=
(
0 · · · 0)T .
The invertibility of WB2 implies that c00 = c10 = c01 = c20 = c11 = c02 =
c21 = 0,
i.e., r(x, y) ≡ 0. Therefore, we need only three polynomials attained from col-
umn relations inM(3) to check consistency of β. The test is straightforward,
since β is consistent if and only if
Λβ(x
iyjqk(x, y)) = 0 (0 ≤ i+ j ≤ 3; k = 7, 9, 10),
which is inherent in M(3), using (1). This completes the proof. 
In order to solve Case 3, we can use the same approach as in Case 2;
the proof is omitted.
Theorem 4.4. (Case 3) SupposeM(3)(β) satisfies (8). Let B3 be a basis for
CM(3). Then β admits a representing measure if and only if M(3) is weakly
consistent.
Remark 4.5. (Case 4) It is straightforward to see that Case 4 reduces to
Case 1 via the invariance of moment problems under degree-one transfor-
mations ([4, Proposition 1.7]). Indeed, it suffices to consider the degree-one
transformation that interchanges X and Y . 
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5. The Case rank M(3) = card V = 8
In this section we discuss the other extremal moment problem for a moment
matrix M(3) satisfying
M(3) ≥ 0,M(2) > 0, and r = v = 8. (10)
Write V ≡ Vβ := {(x1, y1), · · · , (x8, y8)}. Since we assumed the invertibility
of the minor block M(2) and rankM(3) = 8, there are two linearly inde-
pendent columns among X3, X2Y,XY 2, and Y 3. Thus, there are six natural
choices for bases of CM(3):
Case 1. B1 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, X3, X2Y }
Case 2. B2 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, X3, XY 2}
Case 3. B3 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, X3, Y 3}
Case 4. B4 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, X2Y,XY 2}
Case 5. B5 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, X2Y, Y 3}
Case 6. B6 := {1, X, Y,X2, XY, Y 2, XY 2, Y 3}
Again, the problem will be solved once we show that the moment se-
quence is consistent. The proofs are very similar to those in the previous
section, but we need to find another polynomial vanishing on the algebraic
variety. Also, we can reduce some cases to a subcase of another via degree-
one transformations, that is, interchangingX and Y . We immediately obtain
the following two Claims.
Claim 1. Case 6 is a subcase of Case 1.
Claim 2. Case 5 is a subcase of Case 2.
Thus, it suffices to focus attention on the first four cases and present
their solutions. The detailed proofs are omitted. Instead, we present in the
next paragraph a general sketch of a typical proof; with this, the interested
reader will be able to fill out the remaining details.
Obviously, the “only if” parts of the proofs of Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and
5.4 are trivial, so we work on the converses. To establish consistency, we need
to show that the Riesz functional is zero for any polynomial vanishing on the
algebraic variety, of degree less than or equal to 6. Thus, it is essential to
construct a representation of such polynomials, which is done by the Division
Algorithm. The representing sets contain at most 4 polynomials, two of which
come from column relations in M(3) and the other two polynomials (which
are quartic) are found using the invertibility of the appropriate compression of
the generalized Vandermonde matrix (equivalently, by the weak consistency
of β). Multiplying polynomials in the representing set by suitable monomials,
we can check that the Riesz functional is zero for higher order polynomials.
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Theorem 5.1. (Case 1) Suppose M(3)(β) satisfies (10). Let B1 be a basis
for CM(3). Then β has a representing measure if and only if M(3) is weakly
consistent and for 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ 2,
Λβ(x
iyj(x4 − a0 − a1x− a2y − a3x2 − a4xy − a5y2 − a6x3 − a7x2y)) = 0
and
Λβ(x
iyj(x3y − b0 − b1x− b2y − b3x2 − b4xy − b5y2 − b6x3 − b7x2y)) = 0,
where (a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7)
T =W−1
B1
(x41, · · · , x48)T
and (b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7)
T =W−1
B1
(x21y1, · · · , x28y8)T .
Theorem 5.2. (Case 2) Suppose M(3)(β) satisfies (10). Let B2 be a basis
for CM(3). Then β has a representing measure if and only if M(3) is weakly
consistent and for 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ 2,
Λβ(x
iyj(x4 − a0 − a1x− a2y − a3x2 − a4xy − a5y2 − a6x3 − a7x2y)) = 0,
where (a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7)
T =W−1
B2
(x41, · · · , x48)T .
Theorem 5.3. (Case 3) Suppose M(3)(β) satisfies (10). Let B3 be a basis
for CM(3). Then β has a representing measure if and only if M(3) is weakly
consistent and for 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ 2,
Λβ(x
iyj(x4 − a0 − a1x− a2y − a3x2 − a4xy − a5y2 − a6x3 − a7x2y)) = 0
and
Λβ(x
iyj(y4 − b0 − b1x− b2y − b3x2 − b4xy − b5y2 − b6x3 − b7x2y)) = 0,
where (a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7)
T =W−1
B3
(x41, · · · , x48)T
and (b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7)
T =W−1
B3
(y41 , · · · , y48)T .
Theorem 5.4. (Case 4) Suppose M(3)(β) satisfies (10). Let B4 be a basis
for CM(3). Then β has a representing measure if and only if M(3) is weakly
consistent and for 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ 2,
Λβ(x
iyj(x2y2 − a0 − a1x− a2y − a3x2 − a4xy − a5y2 − a6x3 − a7x2y)) = 0,
where (a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7)
T =W−1
B4
(x21y
2
1 , · · · , x28y28)T .
(Observe that in Theorem 5.4, we are essentially representing the col-
umn X2Y 2 in terms of columns of lower degrees.) In [6], the authors provided
an example of M(3) satisfying Y = X3 in CM(3) and r = v = 8, which is
weakly consistent but not consistent. Consequently, β(6) has no representing
measure. They actually obtained a rather general class of examples; here,
we will content ourselves with focusing on one specific case, to show that the
numerical conditions about moments in the our main theorems are essential.
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Example 5.5. (cf. [6, Theorem 5.2]) Consider β(6) with following moments;
β00 := 14, β10 :=
7
2 , β01 := − 678 ,
β20 :=
79
4 , β11 :=
1055
16 , β02 :=
18195
64 ,
β30 := − 678 , β21 := − 193532 , β12 := − 43115128 , β03 := − 926695512 ,
β40 :=
1055
16 , β31 :=
18195
64 , β22 :=
336151
256 ,
β13 :=
6407195
1024 , β04 :=
124731423
4096 ,
β50 := − 193532 , β41 := − 43115128 , β32 := − 926695512 ,
β23 := − 197365472048 , β14 := − 4191764158192 , β05 := − 889487356332768 ,
β60 :=
18195
64 , β51 :=
336151
256 , β42 :=
6407195
1024 , β33 :=
124731423
4096 ,
β24 :=
2469281827
16384 , β15 :=
49568350247
65536 , β06 :=
1006568996907
262144 .
After building M(3)(β), we see that there are two column relations
f(X,Y ) := X3 − Y = 0
and
g(X,Y ) := Y 3−3X+3
4
Y+13X2−65
4
XY+
13
4
Y 2−12X3+22X2Y−35
4
XY 2 = 0
in CM(3). This moment matrix satisfies (10) with the basis B4 as in Case 4.
A calculation shows that the algebraic variety is
V = {(0, 0), (−2,−8), (2, 8), (1, 1),
(
(−1−
√
13)/2,−5− 2
√
13
)
,(
(−1 +
√
13)/2,−5 + 2
√
13
)
, (−1,−1), (1/2, 1/8)}
(see [6, Section 6]). In order to apply Theorem 5.4, we need to find the new
polynomial, denoted as h(x, y), vanishing on V by using the compression of
the generalized Vandermonde matrix. Theorem 6.2 in [6] states that the
above mentioned moment matrix M(3) is positive semidefinite, recursively
generated, and extremal, but does not admit a representing measure (because
it is not consistent). Using our Theorem 5.4, we can proceed as follows. First,
h(x, y) = x4 + 6x− 11
2
y − 14x2 + 43
2
xy − 17
2
y2 − x2y + 1
2
xy2.
Next, we evaluate the Riesz functional acting on h:
Λβ(h) = β40 + 6β10 − 11
2
β01 − 14β20 + 43
2
β11 − 17
2
β02 − β21 + 1
2
β12
= −320081
256
,
which is different from zero. That is, even though h vanishes on V , its Riesz
functional is not zero. We have therefore verified that β admits no repre-
senting measure. 
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Acknowledgment. Example 5.5, and portions of the proofs of some re-
sults in this paper were obtained using calculations with the software tool
Mathematica [10].
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